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As we continue on our journey to ensure American Express is a place where 
differences are embraced and every voice is valued, we bring you a new 
workshop on Building Ally Skills. 

This hour-long facilitated session is a follow-up to the Managing 
Unconscious Bias Workshop. It's designed to help you develop a deeper 
understanding and awareness of how to engage in effective allyship at work. 

We'll be hosting a number of virtual sessions starting June 23 through 
October 20, with options to accommodate for various time zones. Please 
sign up for a session that works best for you. Please Note: While this 
course is open to all colleagues, it is mandatory for all People Leaders 
who must complete it by the end of November. 

• To register, visit the Building Ally Skills Workshop page in Navigator.
• In advance of your session, download this resource. You can use it to

take notes during the session and leverage afterwards.
• Once you attend, you will be marked as complete in Navigator within

seven business days.
• For questions about the workshop, check out this FAQ.

Thank you for taking part in and leading the effort to create a more inclusive 
culture that benefits everyone. 

Interested in learning more? 
Explore the l&D Space for event replays and resources on everything from 

inclusive leadership to managing unconscious bias, and more. 
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Building Ally Skills 
WORKSHOP RESOURCE 

INTRODUCTION 

Allyship is the ongoing commitment to taking intentional. courageous action to promote 
equity and advance a culture of inclusion at work. But what exactly does it mean to be an 
ally? And what is the ideal outcome of allyship behavior? Drawing together research in 
identity formation, helping behaviors. and organizational climate and culture, Paradigm's 
"Building Ally Skills at Work" equips participants with a framework and tools to be an effective 
ally in the workplace. Participants will learn how to develop their ally skills through self
awareness, everyday interactions, in-the-moment interventions, and ongoing advocacy. 
Participants will also learn what they can do to keep learning and continue their journey 
toward effective allyship. 

This resource is to be used alongside the Building Ally Skills workshop. It is divided into 
three parts: 

1. Pre-work: These are recommended resources to get you thinking about allyship (and
related concepts) and prepare you for the Poll Everywhere prompts during the session.

2. Session guide: Includes key terms and concepts. as well as prompts for reflection

and discussion. Use the space provided to record your notes and reflections throughout
the session.

3. Post-workshop: The end of this resource includes space to record a commitment to
growing your ally skills, a summary of strategies from the workshop, and some additional
resources. There is also a handful of scenarios to specifically continue discussing and
practicing a key ally skill. "Speak Up & Act."

R Colleague Experience
B Group •:E:E· paradigm 
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PRE-WORK 

To prepare for the workshop, please read/watch some of the resources below: 

• Blog post from Paradigm's Natalie Johnson and Evelyn Carter, PhD, "Building Effective
Allyship Skills is Critical: Here's How You Can Start" (5 minute read)

• TED talk from Dr. Dolly Chugh on embracing discomfort and learning from mistakes:
"How to let go of being a 'good' person - and become a better person." (15 minute watch)

• Video of our colleagues talking about the ways bias and inequity can show up and
undermine a sense of belonging, "Why Belonging Matters" (3 minute watch)

1M Colleague Experience
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SESSION GUIDE

Use the space provided to record your notes and reflections throughout the session.

WHAT IS ALLYSHIP AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Allyship (v): committing to ongoing learning and taking courageous action to create a more
equitable and inclusive world.

Marginalized group: any group that is underrepresented. stigmatized, or otherwise
undervalued in society.

Privilege: a special right, advantage, or immunity granted to one particular person or group.

ACTIVITY = INTRODUCING PRIVILEGE AND IDENTITY
Create your own identity map.

Example social
identities:

7ja Race. sexual
) orientation, body

type. religion,IER al
gender identity,
citizenship

For each identity. ask
—_ yourself, "How often

am awareofthis
(DN identityat work?”

- Notatall
- Somewhat

O O) - Aimostalways

3
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HOW TO PRACTICE ALL YSHIP 

Allyship Skill 1: Be Personally Committed 

Key terms or concepts: 

Extrinsic motivation: I should be an ally because other people say it is important. 
Intrinsic motivation: I should be an ally because it is personally important to me. 

Reflection/discussion: 
Why is learning ally skills important to you? 

Allyship Skill 2: Embrace Discomfort 

Key terms or concepts: 

''To be an ally means to be willing to value justice over comfort." 
- Karen Suyemoto, PhD

Reflection/discussion: 
What does discomfort feel like for you? 

Allyship Skill 3: Notice Inequity 

Key terms or concepts: 
Unconscious bias: assumptions we make as a result of the brain's tendency to take mental 
shortcuts, which can lead to systematic errors in decision making. 

Systemic bias: a system in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural 
representations, and other norms work in various, often reinforcing ways, to perpetuate 

group inequity. 

Reflection/ discussion: 
What resource(s) have helped you or could help you increase your exposure and learn about 

different groups in society? 

B Colleague Experience
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Allyship Skill 4: Amplify the Conversation

Key terms or concepts:
Amplitying is not about the ally. Avoid pitfalls like giving unsolicited advice or opinions,
expecting praise or recognition, and getting defensive.

Notes:

Allyship Skill 5: Speak up & Act

Key terms or concepts:
Knowing when to speak up involves considering context such as who isin the room.
Acknowledging that no situation has a one-size fits all solution, this flowchart is a helpful
starting place.

if yes. ito, &
Trust is required to
‘make this work!

ifyes. ino,

Notes:

5
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POST-SESSION WORK: KEEP BUILDING ALLY SKILLS! 

Identify the ally skill you want to grow. What is one way you can commit to doing so? 

Additional Resources 

• Keep the conversation going - Encourage your team members to attend this workshop,
and use this resource to guide team discussions, share learnings, and identify team
specific commitments to build ally skills.

• Keep learning - Access additional content in our l&D Square space and watch recordings
of past workshops like Belonging at Amex and Managing Unconscious Bias.

Building Ally Skills 

Scenarios for Sustained Learning 

We encourage you to continue the conversation after your allyship training. Use the scenarios 
below to specifically continue discussing and practicing the skill, "Speak Up and Act." Discuss 
these scenarios with a colleague or with your team. See page 10 for recommended responses 
for each scenario. 

Scenario: Reduce Job Requirements 
You are a hiring leader with a team of 15 direct reports and two open roles on your team. You 
are very aware that your team is not as diverse as you would like it to be, and you've been 
working with recruiting to attract a more diverse pool of candidates; however, during the first 
round of interviews, you notice that you have a homogeneous group of applicants. 
Frustrated, you complain to a fellow peer that you want to diversify your team but aren't sure 
what else you can do. Your peer responds that you'll probably have to lower the bar and 
change your standards to get the diverse candidates you want. How could you respond? 

Remember to: 
• Appeal to shared values
• Suggest alternative perspectives
• Ask probing questions

B Colleague Experience
B Group

And consider: 
• Impact v. intent
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• Status dynamics
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Scenario: Meeting Dynamics 

You are in a Webex meeting with senior leadership to discuss the previous quarter's earnings. 
Two of the senior leaders in the meeting are dominating the conversation. Specifically, you 
noticed that when Lauren, an Asian woman, shared a perspective that it was brushed aside, 
yet when it was shared later by someone else, the point of view was received positively. After 
Lauren was ignored, she turned off her video and muted herself and didn't engage further. 
What could you do both in the moment and/or afterwards? 

Remember to: 

• Appeal to shared values

• Suggest alternative perspectives

• Ask probing questions

Scenario: Supporting Religious Practices 

And consider: 

• Impact v. intent

• Avenue and timing of feedback

• Status dynamics

You lead a large and diverse team that is dispersed around the world. Your office has recently 

hired Asim, a devout Muslim. Asim requested to be allowed to practice his religion at work in 
the form of meditation and prayer while on scheduled breaks, and you agreed. Then 
yesterday, he was seen washing his feet in the employee restroom sink. Several employees 
complained to you that this is unsanitary and that nobody should be washing their feet in a 
public sink. You asked your Colleague Strategic Partner for insight and was told that before 

prayer, many Muslims wash their face, hands and feet with clean water. In public places, this 
washing is sometimes performed in a restroom sink, since there are often no other facilities 
with running water available in the office. How would you handle this situation? 

Remember to: 

• Appeal to shared values
• Suggest alternative perspectives

• Ask probing questions

R Colleague Experience
B Group
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Strategies for Building Ally Skills

& ContinuousKo
Feedback
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Building Ally Skills 

Scenarios for Sustained Learning - Recommended Responses 

Scenario: Reduce Job Requirements 
• 

• 

• 

Appeal to shared values. As the hiring manager, it's imperative to reinforce that Amex stands for 
inclusion, and so do you. You can assume positive intent but focus on impact. For example, "I hope we 
both believe in embracing diversity, and I imagine your suggestion was meant to be helpful, but the idea 
that we should "lower the bar" for diversity is actually wrong and offensive." 

If the moment calls for it, share something that you've learned on your allyship journey. For 
example, "I learned recently that even when qualifications are consistent. marginalized candidates are 
often held to a higher standard and penalized for not meeting it. while folks who are already well
represented have an easier time getting hired." 

Suggest alternative perspectives. For example, "Have you considered we might need to hold ourselves 
to a higher standard? In order to get the best talent. we need to prioritize diversity and make sure we're 
casting the widest net possible." 

Scenario: Meeting Dynamics 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Consider timing and status dynamics in the moment. When you notice a misattribution, you must 
speak up - especially as a leader. In the meeting, say something like, "I love that idea. Lauren raised the 
same point earlier, so I want to make sure we give her a chance to share more about her perspective." 

Check in with the impacted person. Reach out to Lauren during the meeting via private chat or 
immediately afterward to let her know that you noticed the behavior and that you are available to talk if 
she wants. Make sure she knows you value her perspective and contributions and want to make sure 
she gets credit for them. Prioritize the agency and psychological safety of the impacted person; for 
example, if you want to share feedback with the meeting moderator and/or the person who took credit, 

ask Lauren how she'd like you to advocate, if at all. 

Appeal to shared values; assume positive intent but focus on impact. Reach out to the person or 
meeting leader to give feedback, especially if you've noticed patterns of misattribution in other 
meetings. For example, "You may not have realized this, but there have been a few times when someone 
else has shared an idea that has later been attributed to someone else. Perhaps we can establish some 
meeting norms that will hold us all accountable for attributing ideas correctly." 

Share something that you've learned on your allyship journey to bring others with you. For example, 
"I recently learned that women, and particularly women of color, often have the experience of their idea 
being attributed to someone else. Not only does it contribute to feelings of invisibility and make it harder 
for their voices to be heard long-term, we're missing out on their great ideas, which will limit us from 
delivering our best work as a team." 

Scenario: Supporting Religious Practices 
• Appeal to shared values; consider avenue and timing. Remind folks that we're committed to creating

a welcoming and inclusive culture where people of all religions can thrive and educate others on what
you've learned from the HRBP. 1:1 is a great avenue for these conversations; they don't need to take
place in a large team meeting with Asim present -- unless the person brings up the concern there.

• Check in with the impacted person - in this case, Asim. As Asim's manager, you want to make sure he
isn't being bullied or harassed by others. Perhaps that sounds like, "I want to make sure I'm doing
everything I can to accommodate your religious practices and make you feel supported on our team. If
you need support navigating this with others on our team, please let me know."

10 
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Resource Listing & Reading List



LISTEN - PODCASTS

> lynchinginAmerica |
> CodeSwitchby NPR |Si Shere
> lusticeinAmerica
> Beyond Prisons
> Eartiustle
> RadicalImaginationbyAngelaGloverBlackwell
> Groundings |
>Mr.GrahamandtheReasonableManby MorePerfect
> InBlackAmericaby NPR
> TheAnti-RacismProject
> HiddenBrain:Podcast

> MirrorsandWindows(Interview withDerrickGay.Ed.D.)
> Codeswitch:Podcast
> PodSaveAmerica;Podcast
>1619 on Apple Podcasts.

hitpsi//podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/1619/id1476928106
» IntersectionalityMatters!onApplePodcasts.

hitpsi//podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/intersectionality-matters/id1441348908
> UnlockingUs withBrené Brown on Apple Podcasts.
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EDITORIAL - OPINION |

Opinion pieces |

> https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/scrubs-everywhere-arturo- |
holmes/2020/07/10/3e10b0eQ-c095-11ea-b46-
ch39cd89401bstory.htmi?fbclid=IwARIXpCXRGtvXICWCIWS2h7amPow
MGeP_P6Gr33FITqYEDrI8IFFD3A09NK |

> https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/05/dear-white-

fragility/?fbclid=lwAR2ghDYEbESWsiJECt SvhblOXEESAIFOpGVWYVEASY.
1ym33-OUeEYbbMA

> hitps://www.refinery29 com/en-us/2020/05/9841376/black-trauma-

ia onso ceetauebook&thclid=IARICAiS00RBeArgUUZE ds003ab8
2smrVivJ5m3sB2DVICMLEPFPStendlQ
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BOOKS

Books (Remember — try to buy books from black-owned bookstoresor
independent bookstores when possible/feasible)

> Stamped from the Beginning
> Stampedfrom the Beginning Remix
> HowtobeanAntiRacist
> Why I'm nolLonger Talking to WhitePeopleaboutRace
> ThefFirels Upon Us: James Baldwin, WilliamF.BuckleyJr..andtheDebate

over Race in America
> When Affirmative Action was White

 
          

    

     
      
      
           
               

    
      



ONLINE and SOCIAL

>MenaFombo:No.YouCannotTouchmyHair:TEDTalk
> Howar ful Si Talk
> ConversationwithBeverlyTatum:YouTube
> ConversationwithRobinDiAngelo- White Fragility: YouTube |
>RenniEddo-lodge:WhatHappenswhen|tryto talktoRaceWhitePeople:

YouTube
> Taste the Nation: Interview with Padma Lakshmi
>Race:ThePowerofanlllusion
> ‘1AmNotYourNegro":IMDB.com
> https://www.ted.com/talks/ibram_x_kendi_the_difference_between_being_
not_racist_and_antiracistfbclid=wAR03b70ndpd9rymqECSmXStc7YnFQ2
Zk9bztAidLNVn19pUCAWIpOZQCwY

> Bryan Stevenson: We needtotalk about an injustice
https://wwwted.com/talks/bryan_stevensonweneedtotalkaboutan_
injustice

> Infographic/Flow Charts
http://www.philippelazaro.com/new-blog/antiracismflowcharts

> Social Media Resources/Recommendations

i in -
THAR ZIRTef rrr era

   
           
          
       
         
              

 
        
       
        
        

     
 

          
        

 

   
         

    
        

                       
      



ARTICLES

Articles

> ChildrenarenotColorblind
>20QuestionsforThoseWhoDeny SystemicRacism
> Race/RelatedNewsletter:NYTimes
» ThelntersectionalityWars |

> WhatisOwed:NYTimes
> PrivilegedbyNBAplayerKyleKorver
> ResmaaMenakem ‘NoticetheRage:NoticetheSilence’
>ForQurWhiteFriendswantingtobeAllies
> “MappingPoliceViolence"
> “PoliceShootingsDatabase” by TheWashington Post

> “HateCrimesintheUnitedStates" by Erin Duffin, Statista
>"FightingPoliceAbuseCommunityActionManual”by the ACLU
»TheCaseforReparationsby Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic
> "50Artists Interrogate25YearsofPoliceBrutality” by Antwaun Sargent, Vice
> https://au.news.yahoo.com/common-microaggressions-may-not-aware-
221000423htmi?soc_sre=social-sh&soctrk=ma

 

 

     
         
     
    
      
       
        
         
    
        
           
          
          
             
  

   



Organizations |
Follow, support, and get involved, such as becomingamember/volunteer or starting a
chapter, with organizations, which promote and create racial equityand justice.
+ BlackLives Matter
+ ARTE
+ CampaignZero
+ NationalPoliceAccountabilityProject |
+ BlackVisions Collective
+ NAACP
+ ColorofChange
+ RaceMattersInstitute

+ PrisonPolicy Initiative
«The Sentencing Project
«TheAudreLordeProject
+ BlackWomen's Blueprint
+ Colorlines
+ EcualJustice initiative(EJ)
+ The Leadershi ference on Civil & Human Rights

+ MPowerChange
+ RACES
+ ShowingUpforRacial Justice (SURI)
+ SisterSong
+ UnitedWeDream
+ TakeActioninc
+ "28OrganizationsThatEmpowerBlackCommunities”by TheHuffingtonPost
+ Other Anti-racist Organizations

 
              
           

    
  
   
     
    
  
    
    
        
    
    
     
    
  
     
         
  
  
       
  
    
    
           
    



Parenting

o10Ways to Be an Anti-racist Parent
o HowtoDiversify Your Child's Bookshelf
0 Why and Howto Encourage Cross-RacialFriendshipsamongChildren
©oADL:TalkingaboutRacewithKids
o The ABCsof Diversity: Helping Kids (and Qurselves!)Embrace Qur

Differences
o These BooksCan Help You Explain Racismand Protestto Your Kids
©TalkingAboutRace(NationalMuseumofAfricanAmerican History &

Culture)
o TalkingfoChildren after Racial Incidents (PennGSE)
o “ComingTogether:Standing UptoRacism"(ACNN/SesameStreetTown

Hall)

 

        
       
          
       
           

 
             
          

  
         
           

 



COMPILATIONS |

> hitpsi//docs.google.com/document/d/1BRIF2_zhNe36SGEHa6-VIRO-
QirTwCTugSfKieSEs/mobilebasic2fbdlid=IwARLVIZSV-
$6Bb2NK2mdY3WAIT._Ig7_4SNmNSEfk-PulhJPDLAWOSqI0usp=gmail

> httpsi//nmaahsi.edu/learn/talking-about-race

classics/amp/2fbclid=IwARLI3luwZmin?7IwiKPStBKIWmexm29y4ouwXxq00b1WhASIOZ-
XJZKOLHE

5 gi ilrasist reading:

> httpsi//www-esquire-5 0 books/emp32733124/best-

2UTIMSYAFSW20126A2xeUvoYCOZANdpNigI48OHItIU.
|

> TedTalkshttpsi//www.ted.com/plavists/250/talks_to_help_you_understand_¢
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Race in America NN

Reflecting on our History and

“the American Dream”

Thursday, September 24, 2020

10-11am ET

Join the Live Video Web Stream

Our Conversation Series addressing race in America continues with an

exciting event

We're pleased to welcome Khalil Muhammad, Harvard professor and

former Director of the Schomburg Centerfor Research in Black Culture (a

divisionof the New York Public Library and the world's leading library and
archive of global Black history) for a fireside chat with Vince Hudson, Senior
Vice President, Global Advertising and Brand Management.

Please join Khalil and Vince as they dive into our history as a nation and how

the past can informour future, particularly as it relates to the current

conversation around race in corporate America.

Colleagues are encouraged tosubmitquestionsinadvance.
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Understanding Systemic Racism inthe U.S.

ExamplesofSystemic Racism
WHAT IS CRIMINAL JUSTICETSTRIN EMPLOYMENT&WEALTH
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forts ~Understanding Intersectionality AERA DRESS
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WHAT 1S INTERSECTIONALITY?
Intersectionaiitydescribestheconnectionbetween different aspectsof our identities. eeih or oc, cas. gods, tc. emery
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The History of Systemic Racism
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The Significance ofWords
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Microaggressions
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HowCanWe Reduce Unconscious Bias?
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Build a Diverse and Inclusive Team
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Build a Diverse and Inclusive Team: ETE)
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